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A B S T R A C T

The present neuroimaging study investigated two aspects of difficulties with emotion associated with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD): affective lability and difficulty regulating emotion. While these two characteristics have been previously linked to BPD symptomatology, it remains unknown whether individual differences in affective lability and emotion regulation difficulties are subserved by distinct neural substrates within a BPD sample. To address this issue, sixty women diagnosed with BPD were scanned while completing a task that assessed baseline emotional reactivity as well as top-down emotion regulation. More affective instability, as measured by the Affective Lability Scale (ALS), positively correlated with greater amygdala responses on trials assessing emotional reactivity. Greater difficulties with regulating emotion, as measured by the Difficulties with Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS), was negatively correlated with left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG) recruitment on trials assessing regulatory abilities. These findings suggest that, within a sample of individuals with BPD, greater bottom-up amygdala activity is associated with heightened affective lability. By contrast, difficulties with emotion regulation are related to reduced IFG recruitment during emotion regulation. These results point to distinct neuronal mechanisms for different aspects of BPD symptomatology.

© 2016 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is characterized by strong, variable emotions and difficulties with self-regulation that impede functioning (Fletcher et al., 2014; Scott et al., 2013; Tragesser et al., 2007). Current theory suggests that emotional problems are central to BPD (Crowell et al., 2009; Jazaieri et al., 2013; Sebastian et al., 2013). Such problems manifest through intense and unstable emotions (i.e., affective lability) as well as through difficulties with top-down (i.e., volitional and cognitively-driven) emotion regulation, both within and across individuals (Linehan, 1993b; Linehan and Dexter-Mazza, 2007; Westen et al., 1997; Zittel Conklin et al., 2006). While some have concluded that affective lability and difficulties with emotion regulation are overlapping constructs (Marwaha et al., 2013), it is also possible that they are distinct, but difficult to discriminate, constructs. Consistent with this, affective instability and difficulty controlling emotions such as anger, are characterized as distinct yet meaningful diagnostic criteria for diagnosing BPD and such constructs map on closely to affective lability and difficulties with emotion regulation. The present study first sought to test whether symptomatology related to affective lability and emotion regulation difficulties were related among individuals with BPD, and second, characterized these two dimensions using neuroimaging analyses focused on individual differences (Lenzenweger et al., 2008; Linehan and Dexter-Mazza, 2007).
1.1. Affective lability in BPD

Affective lability, or the tendency to experience strong and variable emotions, disrupts functioning and well-being in BPD (Gunderson and Zanarini, 1989; Linehan, 1993a). Individuals with BPD experience greater affective lability than healthy individuals and individuals with other clinical disorders (Koenigsberg et al., 2002; Reich et al., 2012; Santangelo et al., 2014) and affective lability predicts worse outcomes, such as suicidal ideation and attempts, among individuals with BPD (Links et al., 2007; Wedig et al., 2012). While the amygdala has been linked to affective lability across various forms of psychopathology (Broome et al., 2015), the neural substrates underlying affective lability in BPD are not yet well-characterized.

The amygdala is critical for detecting, encoding, and responding to social and emotional stimuli (Cunningham and Brosch, 2012; Kober et al., 2008; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005), particularly those that are ambiguous or unpredictable (Whalen, 2007). Individuals with BPD show reduced amygdala volumes compared to healthy controls (Ruocco et al., 2012; Schulze et al., 2016), and critically, have poorer white matter integrity in tracts connecting the amygdala to prefrontal regions important for regulating emotional responses (Lischke et al., 2015). Such structural alterations may explain at least in part why individuals with BPD amygdala show alterations in amygdala responses (Ruocco et al., 2013; Schulze et al., 2016), as well as amygdala habituation (Hazzlett et al., 2012; Kamphausen et al., 2013), compared to healthy controls. While some studies have found that individuals with BPD show exaggerated amygdala responses when passively viewing emotional content (Donegan et al., 2003; Hazzlett et al., 2012; Herpertz et al., 2001; Koenigsberg et al., 2009b; Niedtfeld et al., 2010), others have found blunted responses (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Smoski et al., 2011). These discrepancies might partially be due to affective lability among individuals with BPD resulting in variable amygdala responses both within and across individuals. Consistent with this, prior work has demonstrated that affective lability correlates with amygdala responses during passive viewing of aversive and neutral stimuli in BPD (Hazzlett et al., 2012). This finding is intriguing but warrants follow-up because it is unclear how to interpret amygdala responses to neutral images, and 2) amygdala responses were assessed solely during passive viewing and not during active regulation as well, making it unclear whether affective lability tracks with differences in bottom-up responding or top-down regulation.

In the present study, it was hypothesized that trait affective lability would track with amygdala responses during naturalistic emotional responding. Testing this hypothesis provides a critical check for models of BPD – if differences in affective lability do not correlate with amygdala recruitment in BPD, this would suggest that amygdala differences between BPD and controls are less clinically relevant than currently believed.

1.2. Difficulties with emotion regulation in BPD

Emotion dysregulation is a core feature of BPD (Fletcher et al., 2014; Scott et al., 2013; Stepp et al., 2014). In healthy adults, regulatory strategies such as reappraisal, which involves thinking about emotional events differently so as to alter their emotional import, recruit dorsal and lateral prefrontal (PFC) regions involved in cognitive control and attenuate amygdala responses (Buhle et al., 2013). Multimodal meta-analytic results have revealed something of a paradox with regards to lateral PFC in BPD – while individuals with BPD exhibit larger gray matter volumes in lateral PFC, they also show reduced lateral PFC activation (Schulze et al., 2016). With regards to reappraisal specifically, individuals with BPD report comparable reappraisal-related decreases in negative affect to controls, yet show different PFC and amygdala recruitment when reappraising (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Lang et al., 2012; Schulze et al., 2011). However, PFC effects differ across studies – two found that healthy controls recruited the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) to a greater degree than did individuals with BPD during regulation (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Lang et al., 2012), while another found opposing results in the ACC and greater recruitment of dorsolateral and orbitofrontal cortex in healthy controls relative to individuals with BPD (Schulze et al., 2011). One possibility for these conflicting results is that prefrontal recruitment or prefrontal-amygdala functional connectivity – no work to date has examined reappraisal-related functional connectivity in BPD – during reappraisal may vary widely between different individuals with BPD and this variability has led to inconsistent findings across studies. Moreover, this variability in prefrontal recruitment might correspond to individual differences in trait difficulties in emotion regulation.

Clinical and neuroscientific evidence suggests that affective lability and difficulties with emotion regulation contribute to BPD but less is known about their neural substrates. The present study addressed this issue with a well-validated fMRI paradigm that has been used to study emotion regulation in healthy adults (Buhle et al., 2013) and individuals with BPD (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Lang et al., 2012; Schulze et al., 2011). In this paradigm, participants alternately respond to emotional stimuli in an unregulated way, to assess baseline emotional reactivity, or regulate their emotional responses using reappraisal (Buhle et al., 2013). Given that prior work has already compared individuals with BPD and healthy controls using this paradigm (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Lang et al., 2012; Schulze et al., 2011), and that the primary interest of the present study was to characterize within-disorder variability, the present study tested a large sample of women with BPD instead of comparing individuals with BPD to healthy controls. This large sample was critical for assessing individual differences (Yarkoni, 2009) and testing whether: (1) affective lability would be associated with heightened amygdala responses during naturalistic emotional responding, and (2) trait difficulties with regulating emotion would be associated with reduced prefrontal recruitment during emotion regulation.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Sixty, medication-free adult females with BPD participated in this study (Table 1). Participants were a subgroup of individuals recruited through advertisements, clinician referrals and referrals from advocacy groups to be a part of a larger treatment study. All participants met DSM-IV criteria for BPD (American Psychiatric Association, 2000), as determined by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID), parts I and II (ICC=0.86). Exclusion

| Table 1 Demographic characteristics of study participants. |
| --- | --- | --- |
| **n** | **Mean** | **SD** |
| **Age** | 60 | 28.55 | 8.97 |
| **Female** | 60/60 | 100 |
| **White** | 35/60 | 58 |
| **High school graduate or above** | 58/60 | 97 |
| **Single (includes separated and divorced)** | 47/60 | 78 |
| **Currently employed** | 38/60 | 63 |
| **History of psychiatric hospitalization** | 43/60 | 72 |
criteria included being male, present organic mental syndromes and past or present bipolar I disorder, psychotic disorder, schizophrenia disorder, or mental retardation. Participants were excluded if they had a condition contraindicated for neuroimaging. Only women were investigated because the larger study sample was overwhelmingly female (92%), due to more women than men seeking treatment in psychiatric centers (Sansone and Sansone, 2011). Participants were not screened for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). All participants provided informed consent. The Institutional Review Boards at New York State Psychiatric Institute and Columbia University approved this research.

To assess affective lability, participants completed the Affective Lability Scales (ALS) (Harvey et al., 1989) which is comprised of 54 questions that assess how rapidly moods vary in terms of depression, elation, anxiety, anger, anxiety/depression, and depression/elation on a scale of 0–3. Reliability on the ALS and its subscales is high (0.86–0.92) in patient populations (Aas et al., 2015). To assess emotion regulation, participants completed the Difficulties in Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS) (Gratz and Roemer, 2004) which is comprised of 36 questions that assess problems with emotion regulation in terms of non-acceptance of emotional responses, difficulties engaging in goal-directed behavior, impulse control difficulties, lack of emotional awareness, limited access to emotion regulation strategies, and lack of emotional clarity on a scale of 1–5. The DERS has high internal consistency for both its total score and subscales (0.80–0.93) (Gratz and Roemer, 2004). The ALS and DERS have been used to assess affective lability and emotion dysregulation in controls (Aas et al., 2015; Gratz and Roemer, 2004) and individuals with BPD (Gratz and Gunderson, 2006; Hazlett et al., 2007; Koenigsberg et al., 2001, 2002) (Table 2).

### 2.2. Training procedures

Prior to scanning, participants were trained to use the ‘immerse’ and ‘distance’ strategies using well-validated procedures (Ochsner et al., 2002). On ‘immerse’ trials, participants were told to imagine standing close to the scene depicted in the photograph and to allow themselves to experience any emotions that the photograph evoked. On ‘distance’ trials, participants were told to imagine standing further away from the scene and to focus more on the facts of the photograph than on its emotional details. Participants practiced using both strategies verbally with an experimenter who provided feedback for four images that were not used in the scanning paradigm and subsequently silently implemented the strategies on their own for four images.

### 2.3. fMRI task

Participants completed a reappraisal task consisting of 90 experimental trials inside the scanner. A unique image was presented on each trial. Sixty trials contained aversive images depicting people, and 30 trials contained neutral images depicting people (e.g., people walking down the street). Half of the aversive stimuli depicted gory scenes (e.g., mutilated bodies) and half depicted interpersonal conflict or rejection (e.g., a couple arguing). Future manuscripts will examine how neural responses differed as a function of aversive stimulus type and thus more aversive trials were included than neutral trials. Stimuli came from the International Affective Picture System (Lang et al., 2001, 1993). The assignment of pictures to instruction was counterbalanced between participants. In total, participants completed 30 immerse/aversive, 30 distance/aversive, 15 immerse/neural, 15 distance/neural. On each trial, participants used the strategy indicated by a cue word (‘immerse’ or ‘distance’, shown for 2 s) while viewing an image for 8 s (Fig. 1a). On each trial, participants subsequently rated their negative affect on a five-point scale (1=not feeling badly at all, 5=feeling very badly) via button press for 3 s. A variable interval fixation cross was shown for an average of 3 s between the image viewing and rating portions of each trial and a variable interval fixation cross was shown for an average of 3 s after each trial’s rating screen. At the end of each run (i.e., a block of 18 trials), participants completed an active baseline task comprised of making button presses to indicate the direction of an arrow for 20 s.

Emotional experience was evaluated using self-report for three reasons. First, self-report provides specific information about the valence of one’s emotional state that peripheral physiological measures cannot (e.g., skin conductance reflects gross changes in arousal). Second, self-reported affect on reappraisal paradigms does not relate to an individual’s dispositional need to please others (Ochsner et al., 2002; Silvers et al., 2012). Third, self-reported affective states (e.g., depressed mood) are routinely used for diagnosing and predicting outcomes in clinical populations such as BPD (Bradley et al., 2011; Edelbrock et al., 1985; Lonigan et al., 2003; Silk et al., 2003).

### 2.4. fMRI acquisition

Whole-brain data were acquired on a GE 1.5 Tesla scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Functional data were acquired with a T2*-sensitive EPI sequence (28 4 mm contiguous axial slices, TR=2000 ms, TE=34 ms, flip angle =84°, FOV=22.4 cm). Anatomical images were acquired with a T1-weighted SPGR scan (12415.5 mm slices, TR=19 ms, TE=5 ms, FOV=22 cm).

### 2.5. Behavioral data analysis

Self-reported negative affect was analyzed using SPSS 19.0. A repeated-measures ANOVA assessed the effects of strategy (immerse, distance) and stimulus valence (aversive, neutral). To test whether affective lability was associated with baseline emotional reactivity, a reactivity score (percent increase in negative affect on immerse/aversive versus immerse/neural trials) was calculated.

---

**Table 2** Clinical and task data for study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zanarini Rating Scale for BPD</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Depression Rating Scale</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25.65</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28.83</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Assessment of Functioning</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>49.88</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale for Suicidal Ideation</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>8.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barratt Impulsivity Scale</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67.24</td>
<td>18.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>47.63</td>
<td>10.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown-Goodwin Aggression History Scale</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Number of Suicide Attempts</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Lability Scale (sum)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>94.93</td>
<td>32.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties with Emotion Regulation Scale</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>127.91</td>
<td>22.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SCID summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current MDD</td>
<td>44/60</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime MDD</td>
<td>53/60</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Bipolar I/NOS Disorder</td>
<td>4/60</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Bipolar I/NOS Disorder</td>
<td>5/60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Anxiety Disorder</td>
<td>38/60</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Anxiety Disorder</td>
<td>41/60</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Eating Disorder</td>
<td>5/60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Eating Disorder</td>
<td>11/60</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Substance Use Disorder</td>
<td>5/60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime Substance Use Disorder</td>
<td>25/60</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for each participant and correlated with ALS scores. To test whether emotion dysregulation was associated with top-down regulatory success, a regulation success score (percent decrease in negative affect on distance/aversive versus immerse/aversive trials) was calculated for each participant and correlated with DERS scores. Standard deviations were assessed for each trial type to assess response variability.

2.6. fMRI data analysis

2.6.1. Preprocessing

The first four volumes of each functional scan were discarded to avoid saturation effects. Preprocessing was conducted using statistical parametric mapping software (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and consisted of slice time correction (using the first slice for reference), realignment and coregistration of the functional and structural data. Coregistered anatomical images were segmented into gray and white matter and normalized (warped) to the standard MNI template brain and warping parameters were applied to all functional images. Normalized functional images were interpolated to 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels and spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian filter. A gray-matter mask based on the MNI-standardized Colin-brain was used to constrain the functional data. Motion parameters were estimated during preprocessing and volumes that contained frame-to-frame motion greater than 1.5 mm (translation) or 2 degrees (rotation) were censored.

2.6.2. First-level fMRI analyses

First-level GLM analyses were implemented in NeuroElf (http://neuroelf.net). Strategy cue, picture presentation (coded as four different trial types for the different strategy/picture type combinations), rating period, and active baseline portions of each trial were modeled as boxcar regressors convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. For each subject, a robust regression analysis was performed on the conditions of interest. Motion parameters and high-pass temporal filter parameters were included as regressors of no interest.

2.6.3. Second-level fMRI analyses

Random-effects group analyses were thresholded using a peak and extent combination that controlled the family-wise error rate at alpha < 0.05 (uncorrected p < 0.002 2-tailed, 49 voxels), as calculated by AlphaSim, implemented in NeuroElf. Given a priori hypotheses regarding the amygdala, a targeted analysis was performed using a region of interest (ROI) defined by placing a 6-mm sphere around three peak amygdala coordinates (–20, –6, –18; 20, –4, –20; 30, –2, –28) from a meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies of emotion (Kober et al., 2008). Such ROI approaches are common for the amygdala as it is a relatively small subcortical structure with poorer signal-to-noise properties than cortical regions (LaBar et al., 2001). Small volume correction was completed in four steps in Neuroelf. First, a list of coordinates was created simultaneously within the three amygdala ROIs. Second, a volume was created based on the list of coordinates. Third, each coordinate was expanded according to the local smoothness estimate. Finally, the number of resels (spatial units that have the same smoothness) is summed and the voxelwise threshold within the amygdala mask is adjusted to p < 0.025 (i.e., p < 0.05, 2-tailed) divided by the number of resels (in the present study, 73 resels were detected). The adjusted voxelwise r/t and p value combination needed to achieve small volume correction was t = –0.4403 for correlations, t = 3.59 for contrasts and in both cases, p = 0.0003. As such, all amygdala voxels identified by SVC were identified using a form of Bonferroni correction that took into account spatial smoothness and the number of independent tests performed within the search space. Specific analyses are described below.

2.6.4. Analysis of baseline emotional reactivity

To assess baseline emotional reactivity, a whole-brain robust t-test was computed comparing the immerse/aversive and immerse/neutral conditions.

2.6.5. Analysis of top-down emotional regulation

To assess top-down emotional regulation, a whole-brain robust t-test was computed comparing the distance/aversive and immerse/aversive conditions.

Fig. 1. (a) Trial design; (b) Self-reported negative affect as a function of stimulus type and strategy. Main effects of stimulus type and strategy as well as the interaction term between stimulus type and strategy were significant at p < 0.001.
2.6.6. Brain activity related to affective lability

To examine whether affective lability was associated with neural recruitment during baseline emotional reactivity, ALS scores were robustly correlated with the immerse/aversive > immerse/neutral contrast.

2.6.7. Brain activity related to difficulties in emotion regulation

To examine whether emotion dysregulation was associated with neural recruitment during emotional regulation, DERS scores were robustly correlated with the distance/aversive > immerse/aversive contrast. While the amygdala was not hypothesized to be associated with DERS, for completeness, SVC analyses with the amygdala were performed for this analysis as well and no clusters emerged.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

3.1.1. Clinical measures

Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1. ALS (Mean = 94.93; S.D. = 29.39; Range = 25–152) and DERS (Mean = 127.91; S.D. = 22.09; Range = 74–177) scores varied substantially across participants. Reliability was high for participant responses on both the ALS (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96) and the DERS (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.91). ALS (Mean difference = 68.47, t(55) = 17.43, p < 0.001) and DERS (Mean difference = 49.92, t(56) = 17.07, p < 0.001) scores in this sample were significantly higher than published norms for healthy controls (ALS Healthy Controls: Mean = 69.66, reported as mean: 0.49, adjusted to sum = 26.46, S.D. D. = 0.41, S.D. adjusted to sum = 22.14; DERS Healthy Controls: Mean = 77.99, S.D. = 20.72) (Aas et al., 2015; Gratz and Roemer, 2004). Assuming normal distributions for DERS and ALS published norms in healthy individuals, 8.8% of the present sample fell within 2 standard deviations of the mean for healthy individuals on the DERS and 25% fell within 2 standard deviations of the mean for healthy individuals on the ALS. Thus, BPD participants reported greater difficulties with emotion regulation and affective lability than healthy adults but there was also substantial variability. Three participants did not complete the DERS and four did not complete the ALS; DERS and ALS scores were uncorrelated (N = 56; F(1,59) = 0.03, p = 0.82). Results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality revealed the ALS (D = 0.08, p = 0.20) and DERS (D = 0.08, p = 0.20) distributions did not deviate significantly from a normal distribution.

Participants also completed measures of: 1) borderline traits (Zanarini et al., 2003); 2) subjective depression (Beck et al., 1961); 3) objective depression (Hamilton, 1960) and anxiety (Hamilton, 1959); 4) suicidal ideation (Beck et al., 1979); 5) global functioning (Endicott et al., 1976); 6) impulsivity (Barratt, 1965); 7) aggression (Brown et al., 1979); 8) hostility (Buss and Durkee, 1957); and 9) suicide attempt history (Oquendo et al., 2003).

Correlations between all clinical questionnaires as well as correlations between clinical and task measures are reported in Table 3.

3.1.2. Task results

Participants reported more negative affect when viewing aversive than neutral stimuli (Mean difference = 1.69, F(1,59) = 267.87, p < 0.001) and less negative affect (Mean difference = 0.50, F(1,59) = 117.85, p < 0.001) on distance than immerse trials (Fig. 1b). Regulatory strategy and stimulus valence interacted such that participants reported greater decreases in negative affect when distancing themselves from negative stimuli (Mean difference = 0.78) than neutral stimuli (Mean decrease = -0.22, F(1,59) = 61.40, p < 0.001. Participants reported more variable (larger standard deviations) affect for aversive than neutral stimuli (Mean difference = 0.49, F(1,59) = 149.91, p < 0.001), for immerse than distance trials (Mean difference = 0.12, F(1,59) = 22.94, p < 0.001), and a significant valence x strategy interaction (F(1,59) = 11.01, p < 0.01), such that responses were more variable for immerse/neutral than distance/neutral trials (Mean difference = 0.22), but were comparable for immerse/aversive and distance/aversive trials (Mean difference = 0.03).

3.2. fMRI results

3.2.1. Analysis of baseline emotional reactivity

Participants recruited numerous prefrontal, subcortical, and midbrain regions when immersing themselves in aversive versus neutral stimuli (Supplemental Table 1). The bilateral amygdala showed significantly greater recruitment when individuals immersed themselves in aversive versus neutral stimuli, as revealed by both whole-brain (see Supplemental Table 1) and small volume correction analyses (Left: MNI coordinates: −15, 0, −21, 114 voxels, maximum t statistic = 7.18; Right: 21, −6, −15, 86 voxels, maximum t statistic = 5.74).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Zanarini Rating Scale for Borderline Personality Disorder, 2Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, 3Beck Depression Inventory, 4Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale, 5Global Affective Functioning, 6Scale for Suicidal Ideation, 7Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, 8Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory, 9Brown-Goodwin Aggression History Scale, 10Affective Lability Scale, 11Difficulties with emotion regulation Scale, 12Task emotional reactivity (percent increase in negative affect on immerse/neutral trials), 13Task regulation success (percent decrease in negative affect on distance/averse versus immerse/neutral trials). t values and significance values are reported as “ p < 0.05, corrected.
3.2.2. Analysis of top-down emotional regulation

Participants recruited the inferior parietal lobule when distancing themselves from aversive stimuli (Supplemental Table 2). Small volume correction revealed a two-voxel cluster (MNI coordinates: −15, 0, −21; maximum t statistic = 3.74) in the left amygdala that showed significantly less activation on distance/immerse than immerse/aversive trials.

3.2.3. Brain activation related to affective lability

Greater affective lability correlated positively with amygdala activation (MNI Coordinates: −18, 0, −24; maximum r statistic = 0.53; 5 voxels, p < 0.05 SV corrected) for immerse/aversive versus immerse/neutral trials (Fig. 2a). No other brain regions were associated with the ALS in this analysis. When Hamilton Depression, Beck Depression Inventory, Brown-Goodwin, and Buss-Durkee scores (all measures that were correlated with ALS scores (though they did not correlate with the DERS) were added as covariates in the whole-brain analysis, a slightly smaller amygdala cluster was observed (MNI coordinates: −18, 0, −24; maximum r statistic = 0.47, p < 0.05, SV corrected). No brain activation in the immerse/aversive > immerse/neutral contrast was significantly associated with the other scales tested in this multiple regression analysis when examined using whole-brain analyses or small volume correction in the amygdala. The only exception was a single voxel in the caudate – likely an artifact of placing spheres around peak coordinates when constructing ROIs for small volume correction – which was positively associated with the DERS and identified using small volume correction for the amygdala (MNI coordinates: 15, 0, −12; r = 0.47).

3.2.4. Brain activation related to difficulties in emotion regulation

Greater difficulties in emotion regulation were associated with less left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) recruitment (MNI coordinates: −39, 51, 0; maximum r statistic = −0.49; 53 voxels, p < 0.05 FWE-corrected) during regulation (distance/aversive > immerse/aversive; Fig. 2b). DERS scores did not correlate with any other brain regions for the distance/aversive > immerse/aversive contrast, even when amygdala responses were examined using small volume correction. Follow-up exploratory correlations were conducted in SPSS to determine which subscales of the DERS correlated most strongly with mean signal from IFG. This revealed that IFG activation significantly was weakly associated with non-acceptance of emotional responses (r = −0.29, p < 0.05, uncorrected; non-significant after Bonferroni correction) and more strongly associated with difficulty engaging in goal-directed behavior (r = −0.52, p < 0.001, uncorrected; significant after Bonferroni correction) and impulse control difficulties (r = −0.36, p < 0.01, uncorrected; significant after Bonferroni correction). IFG recruitment was not correlated with the emotional awareness, limited access to emotion regulation strategies, and lack of emotional clarity subscales (p’s > 0.08, uncorrected). Although regulation success on the reappraisal task was not associated with DERS scores, IFG recruitment was associated with greater regulation success (r = 0.25, p = 0.05). IFG activation during emotion regulation was unrelated to amygdala activation during emotional reactivity (r = −0.05, p = 0.73).

When Beck Depression Inventory and Hamilton Anxiety scores (the only measures that were correlated with DERS scores) as well as ALS scores (though they did not correlate with the DERS) were added as covariates in the whole-brain analysis, a slightly smaller IFG cluster was observed that did not survive FWE correction. However, an exploratory analysis revealed that a portion of the initial IFG cluster (MNI coordinates: −42, 48, 0; 28 voxels) was significant at a relaxed threshold (p < 0.005, uncorrected). No
other brain regions were significant at $p < 0.005$, $k = 10$ voxels for this whole brain analysis nor did the ALS correlate significantly with any voxels in the distance/aversive $>$ immerse/aversive analysis. No brain activation in the immerse/aversive $>$ immerse/neutral contrast was significantly associated with the other scales tested in this multiple regression analysis when examined using whole-brain analyses or small volume correction in the amygdala.

4. Discussion

Affective lability and difficulties regulating emotion contribute to debilitating outcomes in BPD. In the present study, we found that affective lability correlated with amygdala recruitment, a brain region critical for responding to motivationally salient stimuli (Cunningham and Brosch, 2012; Kober et al., 2008; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005), and that difficulties with emotion regulation were associated with reduced recruitment of left IFG, a brain region that together with neighboring regions in ventrolateral prefrontal cortex supports cognitive (Wager and Smith, 2003; Wager et al., 2005) and emotional control (Buhle et al., 2013), and that these two tendencies were unrelated. Moreover, left IFG recruitment was associated with greater regulatory success on the reappraisal task. These data have implications for models of BPD and for efforts to translate basic emotion research to actionable clinical knowledge.

4.1. Implications for models of BPD

Although clinical data suggests that BPD is a heterogeneous disorder (Lenzenweger et al., 2008; Linehan and Dexter-Mazza, 2007), most prior neuroimaging work in BPD has employed methods that capitalize on homogeneity rather than heterogeneity. Such studies have shown that individuals with BPD exhibit atypical amygdala responsivity and prefrontal recruitment in the context of emotional responding and regulation (Krause-Utz et al., 2014; Lis et al., 2007; Rosenthal et al., 2008; Ruocco et al., 2013), suggesting that on average BPD is associated with atypical emotional processing and difficulties with regulation.

Yet, the present results underscore two benefits of considering individual differences rather than group averages in BPD. First, they suggest that neuroimaging may be a valuable tool for characterizing and discriminating clinical symptomatology. That ALS and DERS scores, as well as amygdala and IFG recruitment, were uncorrelated with one another suggests that different BPD features have dissociable neural substrates. Second, the fact that ALS and DERS scores tracked with neural responses, but not self-reported negative affect, suggests that fMRI may be more sensitive than self-report for probing individual differences in BPD on emotion regulation paradigms. Indeed, numerous fMRI studies have failed to identify differences in self-reported negative affect between individuals with BPD and healthy controls while simultaneously observing differences in objective questionnaire measures and in engagement of prefrontal-amygdala circuitry (Koenigsberg et al., 2009a; Lang et al., 2012; Schulze et al., 2011). This is consistent with findings in other clinical domains, such as in the impulse control literature, where questionnaire and laboratory self-report measures often show no or weak relationships (Stahle et al., 2014). Such discrepancies could be either interpreted in at least three ways. One possibility is that individuals with BPD engaging different reappraisal tactics or to differences in ease or familiarity with reappraising. The fact that IFG activation was specifically associated with the “difficulty engaging in goal-directed behavior” DERS subscale suggests that left IFG variability might be driven by differences in the ability to implement goal-directed regulatory strategies. This is consistent with prior work linking rostral portions of left IFG with response selection and execution (Rowe et al., 2008), as well as work proposing that ventrolateral prefrontal regions including IFG may be particularly important for initiating (but perhaps not executing) emotion regulation (Kohn et al., 2014). Second, individuals with BPD may be fairly accurate about their ability to report on their general affective states (i.e., on questionnaires) but have less reliable “online” ratings. A third possibility is that individuals with BPD show greater discordance between subjective and neural markers of emotion than typical individuals and as such, brain and behavior are less tightly coupled for them than other samples.

4.2. Implications for translating basic emotion research

The present results exemplify how basic affective neuroscience models may account for clinical symptomatology (Gross and Barrett, 2011; Gross et al., 2011; Henry et al., 2001; Linehan, 1993a; Ochsner et al., 2012). Amygdala responses to emotional images explained a significant portion of ALS variance ($r$ coefficient $= 0.53^{*}$ $2 = 28\%$) and left IFG responses during emotion regulation explained much of the DERS variance ($r$ coefficient $= 0.49^{*}$ $2 = 24\%$). It is intriguing, and perhaps even surprising, that these two measures and their neural correlates were unrelated in the present sample given prior work linking atypical amygdala responses to reduced or atypical prefrontal function or connectivity in BPD (Cullen et al., 2011; Kamphuesen et al., 2012; Soriano-Mas et al., 2012). As such, future research ought to examine more closely whether these two constructs might be either connected indirectly or may both act on brain regions involved in integrating affective cues to evaluate their significance (e.g., ventromedial prefrontal cortex), thus jointly contributing to emotional problems in BPD.

Translational approaches have been successfully used with other clinical phenomena – for example, translating basic fear extinction models to anxiety disorders and vice versa (Davis et al., 2006; Hofmann, 2008) – but are less common in BPD. The present results are encouraging and suggest that individual differences may be critical to characterizing and treating BPD. For example, perhaps individuals who struggle with affective lability respond better to treatment geared towards stabilizing mood and individuals who struggle with emotion regulation respond best to treatment that promotes regulatory skills.

4.3. Limitations and future directions

Several limitations ought to be considered when interpreting the present findings. First, because the present study was conducted exclusively within individuals with BPD, the present results cannot speak to whether affective lability and difficulties with emotion regulation are useful constructs for characterizing other disorders or healthy individuals. The fact that the link between trait difficulties in emotion regulation and left IFG activation during distancing was attenuated when other symptomology was controlled for suggests that there might be at least partially shared neural substrates for different types of symptomology within BPD, and perhaps more generally. Relatedly, future work would benefit from assessing whether symptomology associated with other disorders like ADHD, which has high comorbidity with BPD (Asherson et al., 2014; Philipson et al., 2008), relates to the present findings. Second, given that the present sample was all-female, it would be useful for future work to compare trait-related variability between men and women with BPD (Sansone and Sansone, 2011) using the present methods. Third, social aversive stimuli were used in the present study because BPD is characterized by interpersonal instability and thus social stimuli are likely to evoke particularly relevant regulatory changes for individuals with BPD. Future work ought to examine whether the present findings...
generalize to all aversive stimuli or whether they are unique to aversive social stimuli. Finally, the present study examined activation of the amygdala and IFC, but not functional or structural connectivity between these regions. Given mounting evidence that BPD is characterized not just by dysfunction in individual brain regions but in their connections as well [Krause-Utz and Schmahl, 2016; Lischke et al., 2015; Niedtfeld et al., 2012; Salvador et al., 2014], it is critical for future work to use multimodal methods and connectivity measures to gain a fuller picture of the neural bases of affective lability and difficulties with emotion regulation in BPD.
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